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Ultrafast terahertz (THz) pump–probe spectroscopy reveals an unusual out-of-equilibrium Cooper
pair nonlinear dynamics and a non-equilibrium state driven by femtosecond (fs) photoexcitation of
superconductivity (SC) in iron pnictides. Following fast SC quench via hot–phonon scattering, a
second, abnormally slow (many 100’s of picoseconds), SC quench regime is observed prior to any
recovery. Importantly, a nonlinear pump fluence dependence is identified for this remarkably long
pre–bottleneck dynamics that are sensitive to both doping and temperature. Using quantum kinetic
modeling we argue that the build–up of excitonic inter–pocket correlation between e–h quasiparticles
(QP) quenches SC after fs photoexcitation leading to a long-lived, many–QP excitonic state.

Ultrafast optical tailoring of transient quantum states
provides a new way to discover, design, and control exotic
correlated materials phases. Recent examples include,
among others, quantum femtosecond magnetism [1, 2],
light-induced superconductivity [3] and a metastable QP
prethermalized phase hidden beneath SC [4]. This strate-
gic approach is implemented by non–thermal separation,
within a certain time window, of distinct coupled or-
ders. The latter are strongly intertwined in equilib-
rium, but respond differently to strong fs photoexcita-
tion [5, 6]. Iron-arsenide based superconductors (FeSCs)
[7] are well–suited for such non–equilibrium control, as
their properties are determined by competing SC, spin
density wave (SDW), nematic and structural orders [8].
Here we address two open issues: (i) how to use non-
equilibrium SC pairing/pair breaking to distinguish be-
tween the two bosonic channels, i.e., phonon and mag-
netic, that determine the SC properties, (ii) how insta-
bilities in two different correlation channels, i.e., Cooper
and excitonic (e–h), can lead to controllable transient
states in high–Tc superconductivity.

Ultrafast THz spectroscopy is well–suited for disentan-
gling strongly–coupled excitations. By tuning the THz
probe frequency in the vicinity of the SC gaps 2∆SC

of few meV, low-frequency THz electrodynamics can be
used to directly measure the time evolution of a SC con-
densate. The latter is “suddenly” driven away from equi-
librium, by fs optical excitation here, as illustrated in
Fig. 1(a). Previous pump–probe experiments showed
that the dynamic evolution of a SC condensate follow-
ing high-frequency optical pump mostly comes from its
interactions with bosonic excitations [9, 10]. In FeSCs,
both phonon and SDW (e–h) channels with distinct ul-
trafast responses play an important role [11]. However,
ultrafast THz dynamics in the SC states have been scarce
so far.

In equilibrium, the SDW phase of FeSCs shows a spon-
taneous coherence emerging from nested e-like and h-like
Fermi sea pockets, with transition to a (0, π)/(π, 0) spin-

striped state [8]. Following QP photoexcitation in these
e and h pockets, which can melt the SDW order [11], ex-
citonic correlation can build–up due to the inter–pocket
interaction (illustrated in Fig. 1(b)). Such incoherent
dynamics is established in semiconductors, yet absent in
SC, where dephasing of excitonic polarization or relax-
ation of photoexcited e–h plasma is followed by formation
of a transient state of correlated e and h QPs [12, 13].

In this letter, we present an ultrafast THz spec-
troscopy investigation of the non-equilibrium SC order
in Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2. We find that Cooper pair break-
ing subsequent to strong fs photoexcitation follows an
unusual two-step, pre-bottleneck dynamics with nonlin-
ear fluence dependence. Particularly, the usual phonon
scattering channel (τFast) is distinguished from an ad-
ditional very slow SC quench (τSlow). The latter lasts
for many 100’s of ps under strong pumping prior to SC
recovery. The τSlow signal and its nonlinear pump depen-
dence differ between the under- and overdoped regimes
with different SDW order. In the overdoped system, a
transition from the usual BCS-like bottleneck dynamics
[9, 10] occurs above a fluence threshold. The above obser-
vations, together with quantum kinetic modeling of corre-
lation build–up [12, 13], provide evidence of a metastable
emergent state of QP e–h pairs competing with SC out-
of-equilibrium, driven by excitonic correlation of discon-
nected e and h Fermi sea pockets.

The samples are single-crystalline Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2
with cobalt substitutions of x=0.047 and 0.1. The under-
doped (overdoped) sample, x=0.047 (0.100), exhibit a SC
transition at TC ∼ 17 K with (without) magnetic order.
Our THz spectroscopy setup is described elsewhere [14–
19].

We start with the equilibrium THz measurements of
the static SC order. The typical static THz reflection
spectra, R(T ), of Ba(Fe0.953Co0.047)2As2 are shown in
Fig. 1(c). We compare temperatures T=4.1 K (red dia-
monds) and 18 K (black rectangles), below and above the
SC transition respectively. These spectra are obtained
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Figure 1. Schematics of SC pair breaking channels, (a), and
interband transitions, (b), after fs pump photoexcitation. (c):
Static THz reflectivity spectra, normalized to the normal state
spectra at 20 K, for underdoped x = 0.047 sample, at 4.1 K
and 18 K. Grey line shows the result of the Mattis-Bardeen
theory. (d) Ultrafast THz dynamics for the above underdoped
sample. Inset: The measured time–dependent THz field tran-
sients, with gate-time (blue arrow) tgate=4.4 ps, at T=4.1K.

through Fourier transform of the measured time domain
THz field traces, e.g., the red-line curve in the inset of
Fig. 1(d). They are normalized by the normal state 20 K
trace (not shown). R(4.1K)/R(20K) exhibits the char-
acteristic SC profile in the 1–11 meV spectral range. The
upward cusp with maximum at ∼5 meV reflects the SC
energy gap 2∆SC . In contrast, R(18K)/R(20K) ∼ 1
has a featureless spectral shape in the normal state. The
measured reflectivity ratio spectra are reproduced well by
the Mattis-Bardeen (MB) theory which can be expressed
as 1 + 4

√
ω/(πσ1N ) in the low-frequency/-temperature

limit (σ1N is the normal state conductivity).

The ultrafast THz differential reflectivity ∆R/RSC of
the underdoped compound is shown in Fig. 1(d) for tem-
peratures 4.1 K, 10 K and 17 K. The pump fluence and
photon energy are set to 36 µJ/cm2 and 1.55 eV, respec-
tively. The transient signals are given by the difference
of the time-dependent THz fields in the photo-excited
(pump on, back line, inset) and unexcited (pump off)
states (red line, inset): ∆R/RSC = [(ETHz +∆ETHz)2−
E2

THz]/E2
THz. The ∆R/RSC dynamics at a fixed gate

time tgate = 4.4 ps (blue arrow, inset) is recorded as
function of pump–probe delay. Figure 1(d) demonstrates
a distinct two-step temporal profile of pair–breaking dy-
namics. The initial sub-ps SC gap decrease (τFast) is fol-
lowed by a further very slow decrease that continues for
an unusually long time ∼800 ps (τSlow). The strong tem-
perature dependence in Fig. 1(d) coincides with the SC
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Figure 2. (a) THz differential reflectivity spectra (dots) for
the x=0.047 sample at 700 ps. The cusp peak marked by black
arrows reflects 2∆SC . Inset shows the MB simulation (see
text). (b) Temperature–dependent ∆E/E THz transients.
Left panel: ∆E/E transient at 4.1 K. Top panel: tempera-
ture dependence of 2∆SC . (d) Temperature dependence of
the integrated spectral weight and peak transient amplitude.

transition. Approaching the critical temperature from
below, the transient signals quickly decrease, as seen in
the 4.1 K (black circle) and 10 K traces (red), and di-
minish at T≈TC ≈ 17 K (blue).

Figure 2(a) shows the temperature–dependent low fre-
quency, ∼1–9 meV, differential reflectivity spectra of the
underdoped x = 0.047 sample at a fixed long time delay
of 700 ps. These spectra are obtained from the Fourier
transform of the time-domain THz raw data (Fig. 2(b)).
We note three distinct features of ∆R(ω)/RSC : (1) The
negative low frequency change ∆R(ω)/RSC <0 indicates
photo-induced condensate breaking processes. (2) These
transient spectra exhibit the characteristic SC lineshape
with cusp peak at 2∆SC (black arrow), which is repro-
duced well by the MB theory (inset of Fig. 2(a)). (3)
Approaching Tc from below, ∆R(ω)/RSC quickly dimin-
ishes as the cusp at 2∆SC shifts to lower frequencies
(black arrows, Fig. 2(a)). This SC gap temperature de-
pendence is summarized in the top panel of Fig. 2(b).
We also compared the integrated spectral weight (SW)
associated with the SC states and the ∆R/RSC ampli-
tude at tgate=4.4 ps. The strong correlation between
them at all temperatures (Fig. 2(c)) and fluences (inset,
Fig. 4(b)) allows us to trace the pair-breaking dynamics
by recording ∆R/RSC as in Fig. 1(d).

Next we show the strong dependence of the non-
equilibrium SC quench profile on pump fluence and
doping. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the photoinduced
∆R/RSC dynamics in the underdoped, x=0.047, sam-
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Figure 3. Ultrafast THz pump probe scan at different pump
fluences for (a,b) x=0.047 and (c,d) x=0.1 samples. All traces
are taken in the superconducting state at T = 4.1 K. Inset of
(a): the initial dynamics. Inset of (c): The THz dynamics in
LuNi2B2C at pump fluence of 40 µJ/cm2.

ple and compare 36 µJ/cm2 and 10 µJ/cm2 pumping.
Both excitations of the coupled SC/SDW ground state
order show a sub-ps τFast followed by a 100’s ps τSlow
SC quench process. Previous works in BCS and cuprate
SCs have shown that the majority of the absorbed pho-
ton energy transfers to the phonon reservoir during the
ultrafast photoexcitation [10]. Hot phonons then deplete
the condensate on a few-ps timescale [9, 20] or shorter
(sub-ps) under the strong pumping used here, consistent
with the inset of Fig. 3(a). However, the slow ∼800 ps
SC quench under strong pumping is different from other
SCs. For comparison, the inset of Fig. 3(c) shows the
non-equilibrium pair breaking dynamics of the BCS su-
perconductor LuNi2B2C. Strong pumping of this SC ex-
hibits single-step, sub-ps SC quenching, followed by slow
partial recovery instead of further quench. This typical
temporal profile can be explained in terms of QP scat-
tering with high energy phonons, followed by condensate
recovery governed by phonon relaxation (bottleneck ef-
fect) [9]. However, the additional, remarkably slow and
yet strong, SC quenching channel is present in the FeSCs.
The continuing gap quench over many 100s of ps is intrin-
sic and universal unlike, e.g., heat diffusion. The latter
would appear in both BCS and FeSCs, and would also
differ between thin film and single crystal FeSC samples,
which however show similar behavior (supplementary).

Figures 3(c) and (d) show our results in the overdoped
FeSC system (x=0.1), where there is no long-range SDW
order in equilibrium. In this regime of the phase diagram,
the quench temporal profile changes drastically with in-
creasing pump fluence. The slow SC quench is only seen
at high fluences 78 µJ/cm2 (Fig. 3(c)), while at low pump
fluences (12 µJ/cm2 in Fig. 3(d)) the initial fast quench
is followed by a partial recovery similar to the BCS sam-
ple (inset, Fig. 3(c)). Therefore, for overdoped ground
state without SDW order, it only appears above a critical
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Figure 4. Measured fluence dependence of the integrated
spectral weight (SW): (a) x=0. 1 crystal at 5 ps (red) and
700 ps (black); (b) comparison of x=0.047 and x=0.1 samples
at 700 ps. Inset: SW and ∆R/RSC exhibit the same fluence
dependence. (c) Theoretical modeling of the SC gap quench
in the overdoped region as function of photoexcited QP den-
sity ρ, with (black line) or without (red line) inter-pocket e–h
correlation. y-axis normalized by the equilibrium SC gap ∆0.
(d) Theoretical comparison of under- and over-doped regions
for the photoinduced correlated excitonic state. Inset: Exci-
tonic energy |E|, Eq. (1), as function of ρ.

fluence, while in the underdoped regime with SC/SDW
ground state it persists down to low fluences. This is
distinctly different from both BCS and cuprate SCs.

The striking nonlinear fluence dependence of the FeSC
condensate quench is seen more clearly in Figs. 4(a) and
4(b). Here, the normalized, integrated spectral weight
SW/S0, obtained from the ∆R/RSC amplitude and max-
imum ∆R/RSC (S0) at tgate=4.4 ps (inset, Fig. 4(b)), is
shown as a function of pump fluence. Figure 4(a) com-
pares the fluence dependence in the overdoped regime (no
SDW order) between short 5 ps (red empty circle) and
long 700 ps (black solid circle) times. The nonlinear SC
quench differs between short and long times and the two
curves cross at ∼25 µJ/cm2. At ∆t=700 ps, we observe a
transition from SC to normal state above a large critical
fluence, Iq=182 µJ/cm2. Such transition is not observed
at 5 ps, where the signal appears to saturate for high flu-
ences. Again, such fluence dependent crossing feature
is consistent with the thin film sample (supplementary).
Figure 4(b) compares the SC-to-normal state transition
at ∆t=700 ps between under- and overdoped samples. In
the underdoped regime with SC/SDW order (x=0.047),
the transition occurs at much smaller critical fluence ∼
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50 µJ/cm2 than in the overdoped regime without SDW
order. These salient features are consistent with quan-
tum kinetic calculations below of photoinduced build–up
of excitonic correlation between the excited e/h QPs.

The conventional Rotwarth-Taylor (RT) model [9, 21]
describing QP interactions with hot bosons does not pro-
vide a consistent fit of our THz time–dependent data
(supplementary). This model assumes distinct particles.
However, the same indistinguishable electrons participate
in SC condensate, QP excitations, and inter–pocket e-h
pairs. The importance of fermionic correlations is well
established in semiconductors. There, calculations of ex-
citon formation based on rate equations analogous to
the RT model, which assume distinct e’s, h’s, and ex-
citons, are inadequate [12, 13]. The initial uncorrelated
“plasma” state with hot QP populations of disconnected
e– and h–like Fermi sea pockets (Fig. 1(b)), formed after
fast cascade [6], evolves due to slow build–up in time of
e–h correlation, after any photo-induced SDW coherence
has decayed. The slow formation of excitonic correlation
due to the interactions between excited QPs is character-
ized by two-particle density matrices in semiconductors
[12, 13, 22]. Below we describe an analogous evolution
arising from inter–pocket interactions in SCs which leads
to the formation of a correlated e–h QP non–equilibrium
state and manifests as a nonlinear pump–fluence depen-
dence of the SC quench.

The non–equilibrium theory of SC systems (out-
lined in the supplement) provides a general microscopic
framework to describe both photoinduced coherences
and fluctuations, by generalizing equilibrium theories
to the time domain and by treating nonlinearities non-
perturbatively. This theory generalizes previous descrip-
tions of screening and excitonic correlation build-up fol-
lowing ultra-short intense photo-excitation of semicon-
ductors [12, 13, 23]. Here we describe photoinduced
excitonic correlations in the SDW channel, which pre-
cede any build–up of more intricate fluctuations such as
nematic. Below we compare a minimal model for iron-
based SCs with one e and one h pocket [24, 25] to the
experimentally observed nonlinearities at short and long
times in order to identify signatures of excitonic corre-
lation build–up. Similar to semiconductors, we assume
an initial hot quasi-thermal distribution of uncorrelated
QPs in both e and h pockets, formed after cascade re-
laxation [6], whose details are unimportant. These QP
populations np evolve in time due to their residual inter-
actions, which mostly affect the low–energy states. e–h
correlation is characterized by two-particle density ma-
trices of the form 〈X†X〉 − 〈X†〉〈X〉, where 〈X〉 denotes
the one-particle excitonic order parameter [24, 25]. The
quasi-stationary many–QP state is intermediate between
uncorrelated e–h plasma and bound exciton many body
state and can be characterized by expanding the time–
dependent solution in terms of the eigenstates of a gen-
eralized Wannier equation obtained from the equations

of motion of 〈X†X〉 − 〈X†〉〈X〉 as in Refs. [12, 13, 22].
Assuming that intra–pocket excitations, coupled by the
residual QP interactions in the SC pairing channel, de-
phase rapidly as compared to inter–pocket e–h excitonic
pairs with large momenta, we only retain the residual
inter–pocket QP interaction, with matrix elements Vk,p
as (

ε−p + ε+p
)
φp − (1− 2np)

∑
k

Vk,pφk = E φp . (1)

ε−p and ε+p are the single–QP energies (supplementary).
The non-equilibrium e–h amplitude φp is modified

from the BCS case of uncorrelated e and h QPs by the
residual interaction Vk,p 6= 0 (Eq.(1)). The energy eigen-
value E describes corrections to the chemical potential as
correlation between QPs builds up and depends on the
total photoexcited QP density ρ =

∑
p np. Eq. (1) inter-

polates between weak and strong coupling limits. Both
bound and unbound solutions can contribute to the dy-
namics, depending on QP density ρ, Pauli blocking ef-
fects, and inter–pocket interaction strength.

Eq.(1) together with SC/SDW order parameter equa-
tions provide a self-consistent simple model calculation of
the quasi–stationary correlated many–QP state obtained
from the equations of motion (supplementary) [23]. This
is analogous to the description of incoherent excitonic
correlation build–up in semiconductors [12, 13] and the
transition between Bose condensation and BCS super-
conductivity [26]. The QP e–h pair states depend on the
equilibrium SC and SDW order [27], which introduces a
doping dependence that depends on the Fermi sea topol-
ogy. The above model allows us to identify the nonlin-
earities of the SC gap expected when φ 6= 0, which differ
from the usual BCS case of uncorrelated QPs (φ = 0).
Below we show that, with increasing ρ, the momentum
dependence of the QP distribution np changes strongly
due to its coupling with the excitonic amplitude φp (sup-
plementary). This, in turn, modifies the Pauli blocking
effects that quench the SC gap as compared to the BCS
case.

Figure 4(c) compares the calculated quasi-stationary
SC gap with or without the excitonic correlation φp as
a function of total QP density ρ (supplementary). The
SC gap for φp=0 (red circles, uncorrelated photoexcited
QPs) shows a fast decrease at low QP densities, which
however flattens (saturates) as ρ increases further. This
feature is in qualitative agreement with the measured flu-
ence dependence of the SC gap at short ps time delays
(red circles, Fig. 4(a)), where the standard BCS model
is applicable (φp ≈ 0) [28]. The interaction between QPs
lead to time evolution of this initial state to a new quasi–
equilibrium e–h state with φp 6=0. Our model shows
that the e–h QP interactions, Eq. (1), lead to a com-
plete quench of the SC gap at elevated ρ by changing
the distribution np (black curve in Fig. 4(c)). Unlike for
φp = 0 (BCS), we obtain a non–thermal transition from
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SC to normal state above a critical pump fluence. This
result is in qualitative agreement with the measured flu-
ence dependence of the SC gap after 100’s of ps (black
circles, Fig. 4(a)), but is not seen at early timescales,
where the photoexcited QPs are uncorrelated and the flu-
ence dependence is BCS–like. We thus propose that the
experimentally–observed qualitative difference in the SC
gap fluence dependence between ∼ps and ∼100ps times
arises from the delayed formation of a correlated state of
interacting QPs in different e and h pockets. Figure 4(d)
compares the calculated QP density dependence of the
SC gap at long times between the underdoped (blue solid
circle) and overdoped (black solid circle) regimes. The
increase in the critical pump fluence required for SC–
to–normal state transition with doping is in qualitative
agreement with the experiment, independent of specific
parameter values (compare to Fig. 4(b)). It arises from
the residual e-h correlations, which depend on the dif-
ferences in SDW coherence between overdoped and un-
derdoped equilibrium states. As seen in the inset of Fig-
ure 4(d), the calculated energy eigenvalue E per e–h pair
as a function of QP density ρ shows a bound excitonic
state at low ρ, which unbinds at high ρ.

In conclusion, ultrafast THz spectroscopy of FeSCs re-
veals a remarkably long pre–bottleneck dynamics prior
to any SC recovery. Such universal, delayed SC quench,
observed in both bulk and film samples, reveals a non–
equilibrium QP correlated state. The sharp differences
between long vs. short times and underdoped vs. over-
doped SC/SDW ground states is consistent with our
model calculation of of a many–QP, excitonic state due
to the inter–pocket interactions. The nonthermal tun-
ing and probing methods here may be used to access
hidden density-wave phasesand magnetic orders [29] in
other quantum materials.
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